
 REGISTRATION 

NOW OPEN 

Why you cannot miss this course? 

 

In the disruptive global environments conflicts are ubiquitous.  Each situation requires its own approach to resolving conflict to 

add value to individual performance and productivity and ensure stakeholder satisfaction. This programme evaluates the   

nature of and the difference between global conflicts, personal conflict opinion conflict and power conflicts.  

Benefits of attending  

•Conflict resolution  and peer mediation toolkit 

•Practical exercises and assessments. 

•Facilitated by an experienced facilitator who specialises in body language, neuroscience and EQ. 

The expert course facilitator  

 

Dr Denise Bjorkman Chief Executive Officer The Neuro Business Institute  
 

She has a solid foundation in the following: Neuroscience, Neuro sales, cognitive psychology, communication, 

Neuro-marketing, Law, Economics, Voice training and elocution. Denise helps Fortune 100 organisations in 16 

countries, as well as leading companies in sub Saharan Africa, to achieve their business goals. She holds the rights 

to Emotional Intelligence Training and Development tin South Africa.  

We are a B-BBEE Level 1 service provider 

TRAINING 

Services SETA Accreditation No: 12169  
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Successful Brain Based Conflict  

Resolution 
Learn how understanding neuroscience gives you the     

competitive advantage that leads you to satisfactory  

agreements faster with less stress 

@Provision_1 Provision Research and Events 

By the end of this course you will take home a certificate in: 

•Mediation, decision making, negotiation and engagement 

•Giving and receiving feedback in and emotionally intelligent manner 

•Understanding the brain’s reaction to conflict  

•Implementing no violence conflict management skills before events happen 

•The brain on intercultural violence in real or disguised forms 

•Pseudo-science of body language and pop psychology  

This course is Aligned to the Unit Standard 114226, NQF Level 5, 8 credits. Upon completion and assessments attendees will 

receive 8 credits towards their qualification in Business, Commerce and Management studies. The Unit Standard Assessment is 

optional and charged at an additional fee of R500 per delegate.  

Applied science  
Ineffable results 

 Gadget 

All attendees will take home a 

Virtual Reality Headset  

suitable for Any smart phone 

with a screen size between 4 

to 6 inches.  

Dates: 25 & 26 November 2019  

Venue: The Park Inn Radisson Hotel, Sandton,  

Johannesburg 

Neuro-psychobabble Disclaimer 

The facilitators and organisers distance themselves from the psycho-babble and quasi pseudoscience pursued by unqualified  

presenters in the field of neuroscience. They differentiate themselves further with their membership of the accrediting body - 

NePasa.  

Arusha Dasrath 
Tel: 011 7023327 
ad@provisionresearch.co.za 
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Day 1 

Module one  
What is CONFLICT? 

•What is conflict in your environment? 

•Power, position, opinion and data based conflict: examples and 

funnelling 

•What does research say about unique environments? 

•Previous experiences positive and negative 

•With whom do you need to exercise  stress free conflict  

Resolution 

•New thinking 

•Mediation, decision making, negotiation and engagement 

•Common causes of conflict 

•Famous cases 

 

Module two  
Skills and competencies for conflict resolution 

18% of work time involves conflict of some kind according to  

research.  Gender and race have entered the conflict equation.  

Heightened costs of conflict and the digital world has caused 

competition to speed up making speed and agility to conflict 

resolution more important. 

•What is a skill versus a competency? 

•Identifying individual skills and competencies and room for 

growth? 

•Recognising skilled versus unskilled and/or being over skilled 

•Identifying the variable needing correction  

•Remedies for all three 

•Case History – video material 

 

Module three 
Understanding the brain’s reaction to conflict  

95% of thought is unconscious.  Learn how not to become a  

prisoner of your behaviour patterns, thoughts, beliefs, comfort 

zones, preconceptions and perceptions. Parties to conflict invest 

time, thought and energy in their positions. Conflict behaviour 

that results can result more from a default brain network and  

retrieval of memory than conscious thought processes. Know and 

understand the processes that you are dealing with. 

•The brain at rest 

•The brain IN conflict 

•The brain ON conflict: Causes 

•Dissecting threats 

•EQ:  Emotional payoffs and EQ contributions 

•The role of memory 

•The role of personal history and brain structure responses 

•Games parents play and their lifetime influence 

•Intrapersonal, interpersonal and environmental issues 

•Significance of goals 

•Reprogramming to a culture of non violence 

•Case History 
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Who should attend? 

-Heads of departments 

-Directors 

-Managers 

-Team leaders 

-Supervisors 

Across all department from all industries 

Training timings for the two days 

0800   Welcome and registration 

0810    Morning session begins 

1000 – 10:30   Morning refreshments and break 

1200    Luncheon 

1300     Afternoon session begins 

1500 - 1530  Afternoon refreshments and break 

1630     Course concludes 

Module four 
Know your conflict management style – Knowing yourself 

You could be the cause of conflict and so can others.  You may 

have a style which unconsciously amplifies the negative or  

perhaps who runs for cover leaving tensions to fester and  

earning loss of credibility. Preconceptions lead to unyielding  

positions. Take ownership of your own style and plan for  

modifications. 

•The situation – inherent conflict 

•In your environment: Cues, triggers, routine and reward 

•Leading a collaborative rather than conflict ridden situation 

•Mediation options 

•Denial as a left hemisphere speciality  

•Sense of justice and the right hemisphere 

•The Emotional Intelligence of conflict resolution 

•Case History 

 

Module five 
Preparation and planning 

Good planning needs the thinking brain or cortex. It gives you 

control. It helps better use of resources, achieves results faster, 

anticipates problems and personality issues before they occur 

•The stakeholders 

•Roles, duties, obligations and expectations 

•Patterned behaviour 

•Interests versus positions 

•Mediation and negotiation 

•Mutuality, and common ground 

•Personality analysis:  What defines them 

•Problem Analysis – Instrument for analysis 

 

Module six 
The neuroscience of violence 

The country has seen a rise in unprecedented violence which 

may have been anticipated and/or prevented. Developing a 

culture of peaceful negotiation needs planning and tools.  

Michael Watkins of Harvard has identified flags as common  

denominators. 

•Rising violence in the workplace – a developing culture 

•How to assess risk using neuroscience lab profiles and  

Instruments 

•How violence escalates – understanding what’s happening in 

the brain 

•Multi directional factors in workplace violence: co-workers, 

managers, direct reports, disgruntled former employees,  

institutions, students and interest groups 

•Implementing no violence conflict management skills before 

events happen 

•Strategies for agreements 

•Learning from other countries 

•Marikana case study 

 

After every sessions there will be practical exercises. Attendees 

will have the opportunity to air their questions to the speakers 

who will help them come up with the best solutions. 

Arusha Dasrath 
Tel: 011 7023327 
ad@provisionresearch.co.za 
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Day two 

Module seven 
Gender and inter cultural violence 

Violence against gender or culture begins in insidious ways and is 

often ignored. Recognising the early signals, understanding how 

and why they evolve and then managing them produces a unit-

ed and engaged workforce. 

•The brain on intercultural violence in real or disguised forms 

•Assessing risk 

•Creating inclusion or celebrating diversity – myths and facts 

•Case Study  

 

Module eight 
The digital environment opposes satisfactory conflict  

management skills 

Interacting with humans and acquiring collaboration and com-

munication skills produces healthy neurotransmitter responses in 

the brain leading to greater personal satisfaction. This occurs 

face to face only. Conflict resolution cannot be fully achieved in 

all its dimensions with a computer: by e mail, social media or 

phone calls. Brain scans confirm this. 

•The Prisoner’s Dilemma 

•How the brain operates in a digital environment 

•Brain structures that are compromised 

•How critical thinking is compromised 

•How memory is compromised 

•How to balance the essential R3.6 trillion digital environment with 

slowly adapting brain functions. 

•Case History 

 

Module nine 
Non verbal communication 

Scientists Maslow, Paul Ekman, and Mehrabian have all by  

default contributed to false information about body language 

due to misinterpretations of their studies. Pop psychologists  

without scientific backgrounds have perpetuated myths.   

Understand the true science. 

•Pseudo-science of body language and pop psychology –  

getting myths out of the way 

•7 points of analysis 

•How to read a situation rapidly 

•Basal Ganglia 

•Patterning 

•Knowing yours 

•Knowing theirs  

•Self-regulating – a primary key to all problem solving 
 

About the facilitator 

 

She is a business consultant and coach, health  

practitioner and the CEO of the Neuro Business Institute.  

She holds the rights to Emotional Intelligence Training and  

Development tin South Africa. With global studies she has found 

inextricable links between neuroscience and emotional  

intelligence. This link provides for easy understanding of how to 

change, what to change and growth in EQ at any level and in 

any commercial or government sector. She has lectured to more 

than 70 000 people worldwide on the subject, supplied rare  

insights to major criminal trials and helped to change  

performance on the job measurably.  Considered a global  

authority on body language she is also able to demonstrate how 

changing body language can change inappropriate emotions in 

any setting. 
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Module ten 
Behavioural economics: the psychology of decision making in 

conflict    

All conflict contains decision making good or bad.  Daniel 

Kahneman (Nobel Prize Laureate) has identified 95 different 

ways in which unconscious decision making styles compromise 

outcomes. Recognise base decision making styles for better  

outcomes. Good decisions are based on a mixture of data, 

analysis, intuition, wisdom experience and judgement. 

•Know the key types of decision making 

•Understand the difference between skilled, over skilled and  

unskilled 

•Know your biases 

•Know common errors in thinking  

•Study decision makers 

•Case History  

 

Module eleven 
Practical exercises: Conflict resolution in action 

Experience practical ways of resolving conflict in situations  

common to you. Test your skill and make adjustments in a safe 

environment. 

•Fundamental conflict or mediator skills 

•How to step up to conflict as an opportunity 

•Strategy, stratagems and tactics in conflict resolution 

•Collaboration and de-escalation of conflict – a non-negotiable 

skill  

•The opening statement 

•How to generate positive movement away from entrenched 

positions 

•Interests versus positions and separating both 

•Neuroscience of priming and the conscious act of priming 

•Neuroscience of the framing effect and the act of framing 

•The impact of priming and framing on collaboration, empathy 

and problem solving  

•Role of mirror neurons 

•Left and right hemisphere functions in problem solving 

•Getting positive reflection 

 

Module twelve  
Your roadmap – Your takeaway 

You need a personal development plan. Your facilitator will 

guide you in developing a customised 

•Using tools and instruments to choose your immediate goals, 

actions, and behaviours and planning 

•Identify your reference points and benchmarks 

•Get specific, personal and learn from others 

•Prioritise immediate changes: Personality, attitude, actions, 

plans, issues, opinions 

•Take ownership 

•Test reality and report back 

 

End of training  

Arusha Dasrath 
Tel: 011 7023327 
ad@provisionresearch.co.za 
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 Code: TCR01 
To register for the course please review the programme,  

complete this form immediately and fax or email back to our: 
Sales Department 

Register Now Contact: Arusha Tel: +27 11 7023327 

Fax: +27 (0) 86 501 0472 

Email: ad@provisionresearch.co.za 

WWW.PROVISIONRESEARCH.CO.ZA 
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Registration Form 
Provision Research and 

Events 

Reg no. 2009/159390/23 

409 Baobab Close, Carlswald  

North Estate, Carlswald  

Midrand, 1684, 

Authorisation: 

Signatory must be authorised to 

sign on behalf of contracting  

organisation. 

Name:    

Company:   

Job Title:   

No of delegates:   

Contact no:   

Email address :   

Date:   

Company VAT no:   

Signature:   

Billing address:  

1. Delegate name:    

Job Title:   

Contact no:   

Email address :   

2. Delegate name:    

Job Title:   

Contact no:   

Email address :   

3. Delegate name:    

Job Title:   

Contact no:   

Email address :   

4. Delegate name:    

Job Title:   

Contact no:   

Email address :   

Payment Method: 

Please indicate your choice of payment method 

■ Cheque 

Made payable to Provision Research and Events -  

This should be a bank guaranteed cheque 

or 

■ Bank Transfer 

Training fees 

Full training per delegate @ R6995 

-Assessment fees of R500  per delegate 

-There is an additional  surcharge of R550 per delegate per day 

for halaal and kosher meals. 

 

Please tick option below 

 

Halaal         Kosher 

 
Group bookings  

Bring 3 delegates or more and get a 15% discount. 
Early bird 

Book before 30 September 2019 and get a 10% discount. 
 

Payment: 

An Invoice will be issued once the registration of the delegate/s is  

completed. Full payment is then required from receipt of invoice. 

Terms & Conditions: 
1. Fees are inclusive of programme materials, refreshments, lunch and gifts and NOT accommodation. 
2. Payment Terms: Following completion and return of the registration form, full payment is required within 5 days from receipt of invoice. After signing this registration form this  
becomes a legal and binding contract between your organisation and Provision Research and Events. A receipt will be issued on payment. Due to limited conference space, we advise 
early registration to avoid disappointment. A 50% cancellation fee will be charged under the terms outlined below. We reserve the right to refuse admission if payment is not received on 
time. 
3. Cancellation/Substitution: Provided the total fee has been paid, substitutions at no extra charge up to 14 days before the event are allowed. Substitutions between 14 days and the 
date of the event will be allowed subject to an administration fee of equal to 10% of the total fee that is to be transferred. Otherwise all bookings carry a 50% cancellation liability  
immediately after a signed sales contract has been received by Provision Research and Events (as defined above). Cancellations must be received in writing by mail or fax four (4) weeks 
before the conference/training is to be held in order to obtain a full credit for any future Provision Research and Events. Thereafter, the full training fee is payable and is non refunda-
ble. The service charge is completely non-refundable and non-creditable.  Payment terms are five days and payment must be made prior to the start of the conference. Non payment or 
non-attendance does not constitute cancellation. By signing this contract, the client agrees that in case of dispute or cancellation of this contract that Provision Research and Events will 
not be able to mitigate its losses for any less than that of the total contract value. If, for any reason, Provision Research and Events decides to cancel or postpone this training, Provi-
sion Research and Events is not responsible for covering airfare, hotel, or other travel costs incurred by clients. The training fee will not be refunded, but can be credited to a future 
training. Event program content is subject to change without notice. 
4. Copyright etc: All intellectual property rights in all materials produced or distributed by Provision Research and Events in connection with this event is expressly reserved and any 
unauthorized duplication, publication or distribution is prohibited. 
5. Data Protection: Client confirms that it has requested and consented to Provision Research and Events retaining client information on Provision Research and Events database to 
be used by Provision Research and Events and passed to selected third parties, to assist in communicating products and services which may be of interest to the client.  
6. Important note. While every reasonable effort will be made to adhere to the advertised package, Provision Research and Events reserves the right to change event dates, speakers, 
sites or location or omit event features, or merge the event with another event, as it deems necessary without penalty and in such situations no refunds, part refunds or alternative offers 
shall be made. In the event that Provision Research and Events permanently cancels the event for any reason whatsoever, (including, but not limited to any force majeure occurrence) 
and provided that the event is not postponed to a later date nor is merged with another event, the Client shall receive a credit note for the amount that the Client has paid to such  
permanently cancelled event, valid for up to 12 months to be used at another  Provision event. No refunds, part refunds or alternative offers shall be made. 
7. Governing law: This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the law of Gauteng and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the South African Courts 

in Gauteng. However, Provision Research and Events only is entitled to waive this right and submit to the jurisdiction of the courts in which the Client's office is located. 

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 

Arusha Dasrath 
Tel: 011 7023327 
ad@provisionresearch.co.za 


